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UNDERSTANDING HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS 
  
There are a lot of different types/styles of hydraulic cylinders, but for Southworth products there are just a few that need 
to be appreciated.  
 
Most lifts and tilts are simple power up-gravity down systems requiring single acting cylinders (or rams).  Upenders which 
travel to 90o or tilts which travel over center (usually 45o or more) require double acting cylinders to power up and power 
down.  In some very custom, very hi-speed lift applications, it is necessary to power a lift down (double  acting cylinder). 
 
Although some competitors use hydraulic pressures up to 4,000 psi, Southworth tries to design systems which operate 
under 1,800 psi.  Many years and thousands upon thousands of applications have proven to us that lower pressure 
systems are far more dependable, need less service and are not nearly as likely to leak.  That is why many specifications 
for hydraulic equipment for automotive production line applications are limited to 1,200 to 1,700 psi. 
 
Southworth standard lifts use up to three cylinders in a single leg set.  The number of cylinders is dictated by the capacity 
of the lift.  When two or more cylinders are used, they are plumbed together to a common line.  It is the rigidity of 
structure (legs, base & platform) that makes the cylinders stroke together equally; they are structurally equalized. 

The diameter (1 ½” to 6”) and the stroke (up to 132”) are dictated by the capacity and travel requirements of the 
equipment. 
 

These cylinders are identified by two pressure ports.  They are powered in both 
directions; they push and pull. They require a more complicated and more 
expensive hydraulic control system. 

Double acting cylinder 
      (piston type) 

These cylinders or rams are identified by a single pressure port and have very 
heavy rods, almost the same diameter as their barrels. They are powered in one 
direction. They are best suited for applications with long stroke or where 
bending stresses may be imposed on the assembly, (i.e. Rams on the eagle line 
of vertical reciprocating conveyors,  where the platforms can travel up to 22’). 

Displacement cylinder 
           (ram) 

These cylinders are identified by a single pressure port. They are powered in 
one direction.  The weight of the lift/tilt and any load forces the fluid out of the 
cylinder allowing it to retract and the lift/tilt to lower.  Single acting cylinders are 
the most commonly used style in lift and/or tilt applications. 

Single acting cylinder 
      (piston type) 
 

 
Southworth cylinders are the most respected in the industry. See Feature Sheet No. 20 

 for the benefits of these unique cylinders. 


